Morphology correction and data processing
The morphology correction is introduced to minimize the variability in fluorescence due to differences in cell size and granularity that may be naturally present, more so as the harvested cells used for experiments are unsynchronized. We employ the method proposed (and the corresponding MATLAB code made available) by Knijnenberg et al. [1] for morphology correction. Briefly, the morphology correction involves first identifying the density of cells in the forward and side scatter, that is, FSC and SSC, two-dimensional space using the bivariate kernel density estimator. Next, a least-square regression model between the fluorescence of every channel (including those for dyes used for multiplexing) and the FSC and SSC is established using the ensemble raw data. A combination of the sample-specific average fluorescence (from the first step) and sample-specific regression model (second step) is used to compute the morphology corrected fluorescence intensities. These sample-specific fluorescence intensities across a population of cells is then subject to further processing using FlowJo® which involved deconvolution of barcoded samples.
After morphology correction, the samples were ported into FlowJo® workspace. First, the population of cells were separated (via manual gating) to individual clusters based on the fluorescence intensity in the channel that is used for detecting Alexa 350. Histograms of the individual clusters were created in FlowJo®.
